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TMclass benefits & key features

1. When you apply for the registration of a trade mark, you need to describe the goods and/or 
services for which you wish to protect your trade mark.

2. TMclass is an online tool to help users to correctly search, verify, translate and 
classify goods and services before and when filing a trade mark application.

3. TMclass brings together the classification databases of participating offices worldwide.

4. TMclass means certainty as to which goods and services will be accepted by the 
participating offices. 

5. Taxonomy tree which groups goods or services based on concept, relationship and market 
sectors, helping the user to choose the right term for his/her business area.

6. Minimal delay in trade mark registration:

7. Free of charge

TMclass
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Implemented: EU (26) : AT, BG, BX, CY, CZ, DE, DK, EE, ES, FI, FR, GB, GR, HR, HU, IE, IT, 
LT, LV, MT, PL, PT, RO, SE, SI & SK. Non-EU (34) : AL, BA, BN, BR, CA, CH, 
CO, CN, GE, ID, IN, IS, JP, KH, KR, LA, MA, ME, MK, MM, MX, MY, NO, OAPI, 
PE, PH, RS, RU, SG, TH, TN, TR, US & VN. Plus EM & WO (2). 

TMclass cont.
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TMclass website: http://tmclass.tmdn.org

TMclass cont.

TMclass: Search term

TMclass cont.
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TMclass: Translate term

TMclass cont.

TMview benefits & key features

TMview

1. A single online tool to check the availability of a trade mark (and keep an eye out for 
competition). 

2. Includes more than 40 million trade marks from the officials databases of 56 participating offices

3. Carry out 24/7 trade mark searches in various languages and get first hand information 
from official trademark registers.

4. Information updated frequently (e.g. daily or weekly) by the participating offices.

5. TMview is the answer for want-to-be brand owners: Clear your trade mark idea before 
filing.

6. TMview is the answer for trade mark examiners when dealing with for instance priority claims.

7. Time and costs savings by providing a common, harmonized and multilingual platform for 
searching trade marks from all participating offices.

8. With the Alerts feature you can set up email warnings for selected trade marks regarding change of 
status, change of name and opposition period close to an end..

9. Combining it with the Fuzzy search you have a powerful tool to identify and keep track of 
similar conflicting trade marks and to monitor that nobody infringes your brand. 

10. Free of charge
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Implemented: EU (26): AT, BG, BX, CY, CZ, DE, DK, EE, ES, FI, FR, GB, GR, HR, HU, IE, IT, LT, 
LV, MT, PL, PT, RO, SE, SI & SK. Non-EU (27): AL, BA, BN, BR, CA, CH, GE,  
ID, IS, JP, KH, KR, LA, MA, MK, MX, MY, NO, PH, RS, RU, SG, TH, TN, TR, US & VN. 
AP, EM & WO (3).  

Ongoing: Non-EU (4): CN, IN, OAPI & PE.
Planned: Non-EU (5): CO, EG, JO, ME & MM. 

TMview website: https://www.tmdn.org/tmview

TMview cont.
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TMview: Basic search & Fuzzy search: Trade mark name

TMview cont.

TMview: Details pages

TMview cont.
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DesignView benefits & key features

DesignView

1. A single online tool to check existing designs and market tendencies. 

2. Includes more than 10 million designs from the officials databases of 54 participating offices

3. Carry out 24/7 designs searches in various languages and get first hand information 
from official design registers.

4. Information updated frequently (e.g. daily or weekly) by the participating offices.

5. DesignView is the answer for want-to-be design owners: Clear your design idea 
before filing.

6. DesignView is the answer for design examiners when dealing with for instance priority claims.

7. Time and costs savings by providing a common, harmonized and multilingual platform 
for searching designs from all participating offices.

8. Create a design watch alert to receive e-mail messages when a new design application 
corresponds to search criteria defined by the user.

9. Free of charge

14

Implemented: EU (25): AT, BG, BX, CY, CZ, DK, EE, ES, FI, FR, GB, GR, HR, HU, IE, IT, LT, LV, MT, 
PL, PT, RO, SE, SI & SK. Non- EU (26): AL, BN, BR, CA, CN, CO, GE, ID, IS, KH, KR,
LA, MA, MK, MX, MY, NO, PH, RS, RU, SG, TH, TN, TR, US & VN. AP, EM &WO (3).

Ongoing: EU (1): DE. Non-EU (1): PE. 
Planned: Non-EU (6): BA, CH, IN, JO, JP & ME.  

DesignView cont.
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DesignView website: https://www.tmdn.org/tmdsview-web

DesignView cont.

DesignView: Basic search: Indication of product

DesignView cont.
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DesignView: Details pages

DesignView cont.

DesignClassbenefits & key features

DesignClass.

1. Online tool to help users to choose the term that describes the product to 
which their design applies and to assist with the classification of the 
product indication in the right class and subclass.

2. Based on the Locarno Classification

3. The user can find and translate verified and pre-accepted product 
indications by the participating offices.

4. Simplifies filing requirements. 

5. Reduces the objections from the participating offices because of wrong 
classification or unacceptable product indications.

6. Speeds up the registration process.

7. Free of charge.
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Website address: http://euipo.europa.eu/designclass

DesignClasscont.

DesignClass: Search term: Indication of product

DesignClass cont.
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DesignClass: Translate & export term

DesignClass cont.

Front-office (e-filing) benefits & key features

Front-office

1. Submit your application in 10 minutes.

2. Step-by-step guidance through the application procedure.

3. Assurance of making the right choices while applying.

4. Fast, easy and efficient.
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Trade mark e-filing 

Front-office cont.

Trade mark e-filing

Front-office cont.
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Design e-filing

Front-office cont.

1. Highly configurable e-filing tool.  Sections and fields can be adapted 
to the specific design regulation of each office.

2. Interfaces available to connect to different platforms, e.g.: Applicants and 
representatives databases, payment platforms, classification and products 
indications.

3. e-Filing applications can be saved as a draft to continue at a later 
stage

Design e-filing

Front-office cont.

NEW 
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Design e-filing

Front-office cont.

Similarity benefits & key features

Similarity

1. Online consultation tool to assess whether given goods and services 
are considered similar (and to what degree) or dissimilar according to 
the participating offices.

2. The participating office feeds the tool with a list of pairs of terms, indicating 
the degree of similarity between them: Identical; High degree; Similar; Low 
degree; Dissimilar.

3. The user can find the “similar” or “dissimilar” goods and services for a 
certain searched term.

4. Pairs of terms are translated automatically using TMclass *

5. The user can find the reasoning and the documents provided by the 
participating office supporting the decision of the similarity degree.
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Similarity: Compare terms

Similarity cont.

Common Examiner Support Tool (CESTO) benefits & key features

CESTO 

1. Online consultation tool to perform searches for any given trade mark 
application and in turn receive information in relation to similar trade 
marks from participating offices (which have their trade marks in TMview) 

2. The user/the examiner can check the degree of conflict (i.e. similarity) between a 
new trade mark application and an earlier right with legal effect in the selected 
office/country.

3. Three types of users:
• Basic user: Possible to search similar trade mark applications based on the trade mark name 

and classes.

• Logged-in user:  Possibility to generate a search report based on an existing trade 
mark application.

• Administration user: The participating office can apply settings against which the search 
should be performed and then when each trade mark is ready for examination the report is 
automatically prepared for the examiners consultation. 
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CESTO: Search

CESTO cont.

Quality benefits & key features

Quality

1. Online consultation tool to provide transparent, easily accessible and 
harmonized information to end users/clients on participating offices’ 
service commitments and performance.

2. The participating office selects the Quality Standards that they wish to 
commit to and map the processes related to those Quality Standards.

3. Individual objectives may be selected by the participating office.

4. The participating offices periodically provide statistical data for the selected 
Quality Standards.

5. The information on performance of each Quality Standard is made 
available to the public.
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Quality: Find a Service or Quality Standard

Quality cont.

Forecasting benefits & key features

Forecasting

1. A tool to predict future trade mark and/or design applications, filed directly 
with the national office or through WIPO designating the office.

2. It provides the offices a better understanding of the underlying factors that trigger 
trade mark and/or design applications.

3. It provides a complete overview of past trade mark and/or design 
applications and the factors that have had an influence on this: Economic 
developments & major office events etc. 

4. It can estimate the effect on new applications from future strategic decisions. For 
example: If I lower my fees by X%, how many more applications (fees) can I 
expect? 

5. User-friendly interface based on Excel, where the user can easily 
generate their own forecast and copy/paste the results into their 
budgetary calculations.
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Forecasting cont.

Direct trade marks filings: Forecasted versus real

Forecasting cont.

Out of sample forecasts Out of sample forecast absolute 
% errors

Real EUTM EUTM
Average 

EUTM error
Minimum 

EUTM error
YEAR EUTM SVM ANN LR SVM ANN LR

2013 96,097 98,044 95,835 94,292 2.0% 0.3% 1.9% 1.4% 0.3%

2014 100,321 102,972 101,179 99,637 2.6% 0.9% 0.7% 1.4% 0.7%

2015 108,497 108,028 105,326 105,635 0.4% 2.9% 2.6% 2.0% 0.4%

Example 2015: The EUIPO received 108.497 trade marks. 
The SVM model predicted 108.028 trade marks. 
Error forecasted versus real was 0.4%. 
Average error of all three models combined was 2%.
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Direct design filings: Forecasted versus real

Forecasting cont.

Out of sample forecasts Out of sample forecast absolute 
% errors

Real RCD RCD Average RCD 
error

Minimum RCD 
error

YEAR RCD SVM ANN LR SVM ANN LR

2013 86,862 84,690 85,137 85,638 2.5% 2.0% 1.4% 2.0% 1.4%

2014 87,536 86,779 87,838 88,760 0.9% 0.3% 1.4% 0.9% 0.3%

2015 86,187 89,101 90,465 91,573 3.4% 5.0% 6.2% 4.9% 3.4%

Example2015: The EUIPO received 86.187 designs. 
The SVM model predicted 89.101 designs. 
Error forecasted versus real was 3.4%. 
Average error of all three models combined was 4.9%.

User Satisfaction Survey (USS) benefits & key features

User Satisfaction Survey

1. An online tool for the participating office to easily create electronic 
client surveys based on predefined templates.
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